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Software Piracy: A Serious Threat
Software piracy hammers the growth of software industry. For the software industry to prosper and further develop
useful software for consumers, piracy must be controlled and gripped seriously as the developer does not get any
compensation for his work. There are several kinds of software piracy.
Kinds of Software Piracy
Reseller Piracy
This kind of piracy occurs when a corrupt reseller circulates multiple copies of a single software package to
diﬀerent customers without providing original manuals & diskettes knowingly. Sometimes, reseller also sells fake
versions of software to innocent customers to make money.
End User Piracy
End user piracy means using multiple copies of a single software package on several diﬀerent systems or
circulating registered or licensed copies of software to others. This kind of piracy also takes place when a cracked
version of the software is used. Hacking into the software and disabling the copy protection or illegally generating
key codes that unlocks the trial version making the software a registered version creates a cracked version.
Trademark/Trade Name violation
Violation piracy occurs when an individual or dealer claims to be authorized either as a technician, support provider
or reseller, or is improperly using a trademark or trade name.
BBS/Internet Piracy
BBS/ Internet Piracy occur during the electronic transfer of copyrighted software. If system operators and/or users
upload or download copyrighted software and materials onto or from bulletin boards or the Internet for others to
copy and use without the proper license. The developer does not get any credit for the hacked software
distributed.
Eﬀects of Software Piracy
Software piracy harms not only the software developing companies but also eﬀect consumers, software
developers, and resellers. This increases the risk of corruption in consumer's computers by defective software and
infected with viruses. Pirated software usually has inadequate documentation, which prevents consumers from
enjoying the full beneﬁts of the software package. In addition, consumers are unable to take advantage of
technical support and product upgrades, which are typically available to legitimate registered users only. Pirated
software can cost consumers lost time and more money.
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